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Abstract

Information retrieval is one of the most important technologies at present. We can always get information in the Internet or distributed computing systems using various information retrieval models. For searching proper information that we need, it is necessary to construct efficient information retrieval agent systems helping many web clients’ requests. In this paper, we propose a simple new model for information retrieval agents based on many terms or keywords distribution in a document or distributed database. For the key paragraph extraction we use meaningful term’s frequency and the key word distribution characteristics in a document, and those terms are selected by using stemming, filtering stop-lists, synonym for search meaningful terms in a document. The agent receives a web client’s information retrieval request and extracts key paragraph with frequency and distribution using the keywords of the client, and then the agent constructs profile of the documents with the keywords, key paragraph and location address in document for the document browsing. And then we can search many documents or knowledge easily using the profile for information retrieval and browse the document.

1. Introduction

The Internet or distributed computing systems enable us to search various knowledge or information at anywhere. They are one of the most important properties in our current information society. In the Internet or distributed computing systems, information retrieval is one of the most important technologies for searching proper information that we need. We can always get many information in the Internet or distributed computing systems using various information retrieval models. For searching proper information that we need, it is necessary to construct efficient information retrieval agent systems helping many web clients’ requests. Those information retrieval agent systems can help many clients and web servers for efficient information management. But there are various information in our result of searching the information in the Internet or distributed database systems and it is not easy to search proper information that we need. Because thus information searching only can be enable by using information retrieval systems that are constructed well by applying information technology such as indexing.

Information retrieval systems are based, either directly or indirectly, on models of the retrieval process. These retrieval models specify how representations of text documents and information needs should be compared in order to estimate the likelihood that a document will be judged relevant. The estimates of the relevance of documents to a given query are the basis for the document rankings that are now a familiar part of information retrieval systems. Examples of simple models include the probabilistic or Bayes classifier model and the vector space model. Many others have been proposed and are being used [1].

For efficient information retrieval and knowledge discovery in the Internet or distributed computing systems, various algorithms are required for analyzing documents. Generally those
are classified three kinds of algorithms, retrieval algorithms, filtering algorithm and indexing algorithms. Especially indexing algorithms are constructing data structure for searching information exactly. Automatic indexing is one of the most important data for efficient information retrieval. And we should consider documents or data structure besides such algorithms, we should select proper algorithm according to such data structure [2, 3].

As we above mentioned before, information retrieval is one of the most important technologies at present. We can always get many types of information in the Internet or distributed computing systems using various information retrieval models. For searching proper information that we need, it is necessary to construct efficient information retrieval agent systems helping many web clients’ requests. In this paper, we propose a simple new model for information retrieval agents based on many terms or keywords distribution in a document or distributed database. For the key paragraph extraction we use meaningful term’s frequency and the key word distribution characteristics in a document, and those terms are selected by using stemming, filtering stop-lists, synonym for search meaningful terms in a document. The agent receives a web client’s information retrieval request and extracts key paragraph with frequency and distribution using the keywords of the client, and then the agent constructs profile of the documents with the keywords, key paragraph and location address in the document for the document browsing. And then we can search many documents or knowledge easily using the profile for information retrieval and browse the document.

In our proposed model for information retrieval agents, we used an idea that an important keyword in documents is distributed partly in each paragraph. So we use frequency and distribution characteristics about keyword in documents. First, we extract important words in a electronic document or web page by using stemming, filtering stop-lists, synonym, etc. Those extracted important terms will be candidate index about a document. Next, we examine distributed characteristics of those important words, candidate index. And then we can extract important paragraph by using a keyword location and frequency in a document. An important keyword can be presented partly in documents. We can represent a document briefly as extracted paragraph and keyword and browse the document using location of keyword in document.

The content of our paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we introduce briefly about information retrieval and define our proposed model for information retrieval agents based on keywords distribution. In section 3, we explain proposed agent’s procedure about key paragraph extraction and automated indexing including profile of a document. We also explain summary of document and document browsing. In section 4, we use an example for more ease understanding our agent systems. Finally, in conclusion we summarize our agent system and plan future works.

2. Information retrieval and proposed model for agent system

2.1. Information retrieval

For efficient information retrieval, it is important that keywords are defined very well as appropriate terms about all documents in the Internet or distributed computing systems. It maybe proper to constructing these indexing manually, but that requires enormous time and labor. Perhaps, only the creators of the documents can those indexing the documents. Because of these reasons, there are many automatic indexing algorithms about documents in many papers and researches. We should consider various agents on constructing information retrieval systems, and also define conceptual model, file structure, query operation, term
operation and hardware. Information retrieval systems are based on those various environment factors, such as hardware, algorithms, etc [1,2,3].

Relating to information retrieval systems, conceptual model is about matching query language to any documents like Boolean operation, probabilistic, string search and vector space, etc. File structure is research area about document database structure, flat file, inverted file, signature files, pat tree, graphs and hashing, etc. Query operation is about specifying user’s need for information retrieval, feedback, parse, Boolean and cluster, etc. Terms operation is about logical processing of terms, stemming, weight, thesaurus, stop list and truncation, etc. Document operation includes handling document, parse, display cluster, rank, sort, field mask and assigning IDs, etc. Hardware is about processing environment, von Neumann, parallel, magnetic disk, etc[4,5,6,7].

And there are three kinds of algorithms, retrieval algorithms, filtering algorithm and indexing algorithms. Retrieval algorithms are extracting important or meaningful information from database, knowledgebase or documents. Those are classified to sequential scanning and searching indexed text files. Filtering algorithms are simplifying result of text or information for efficient information retrieval. Using stop word or special condition, eliminate unsuitable result of retrieval. Indexing algorithms are constructing data structure for searching information exactly. Indexing is one of the most important data for efficient information retrieval. Those algorithms use inverted files, signature files and trees, etc [2, 3, 8, 9].

For automated indexing there are various algorithms, stemming, stop list, thesaurus, etc. Stemming is the process of matching morphological term variants for using general terms. Stemming is for reducing the size of index files and improving information retrieval system’s performance. Stop lists is defined that eliminate worthless terms in documents, many of the most frequently occurring words in documents, such as ‘the’, ‘of’, ‘is’, etc. in English. Thesaurus is machine readable document database typically contains a list of terms including single word or a phrase. And those are designed for subject areas and domain dependent [1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9].

2.2. Our proposed agent model for information retrieval

Our proposed model for information retrieval agent systems is based on many terms or keywords distribution in a document or distributed database. The model is composed of two agents systems, the one is about analyzing documents of server systems and the other is constructing profiles for documents browsing. As the analyzing documents agent, for key paragraph extraction we use meaningful term’s frequency and the key word distribution characteristics in a document, and those terms are selected by using stemming, filtering stop-lists, synonym for search meaningful terms in a document. The agent receives a web client’s information retrieval request and extracts key paragraph with frequency and distribution using the keywords of the client. And constructing profiles agent constructs profile of the documents with the keywords, key paragraph, and address of the document browsing. And then many clients can search many documents or knowledge easily using the profile for information retrieval and browse the document. Thus our agent model is shown in figure 1.

The function of documents analyzer agent includes:
(1) Extract worth terms in documents
(2) Compute the terms frequency, location of document
(3) Create document table about each terms
And then using the document table created by document analyzer agent, the profile constructor agent creates the profile of the document for document browsing. The function of profile constructor agent includes:

1. Extract keywords and key paragraph
2. Define structure of the document
3. Create document profile using keywords

Figure 1. A model for information retrieval agent systems

3. Agent systems model based on keywords distribution

A document is composed of many terms and important words are spread out documents. In those documents, we want to get a meaningful or worth terms and the word indexed. It is important for efficient information retrieval or knowledge discovery that indexing is defined very well by appropriate terms about all documents. But it is not easy to extract proper terms about a document, it maybe is proper to constructing these indexing manually even though enormous time and labor is required for such indexing and only a creator of the documents can do those tasks. In this paper, we propose a new method for key paragraph extraction, which compute term frequency and key word distribution of each term selected by using stemming, filtering stop-lists, synonym for search meaningful terms in a document. Using the extracted paragraph with frequency and distribution, we construct profile with the index, key paragraph of the document. And then we can search many documents or knowledge easily using the profile for information retrieval and browsing document.

3.1. Agent-1 : Documents analyzing for extraction keyword

The proposed agent model is composed of two agents systems, the one is about analyzing documents of server systems and the other is constructing profiles for documents browsing. First, the documents analyzer agent extracts meaningful terms in a document using stemming, filtering stop-lists and synonym. After we extract worth terms, we define location of the terms
in document. The criterion of term’s location can be defined various type, document line or sentence, etc.

For applying to the documents analyzer agent some variable s are defined as follows. \( T = \{ t_1, t_2, \ldots, t_n \} \) is assumed as a set of meaningful terms. And \( F = \{ f_1, f_2, \ldots, f_n \} \) is assumed as a set of frequency of the meaningful terms. Our proposed indexing algorithm is as follows.

\[
\begin{align*}
t_i & : \text{ith meaningful term in a document} \\
f_i & : \text{frequency of ith term in a document} \\
l_{ij} & : \text{if ith term appears in jth location of the document, 1, otherwise 0} \\
d_i & : \text{if ith term’s frequency is greater than a criterion, 1, otherwise 0}
\end{align*}
\]

1. Extract worth terms in documents using stemming, filtering stop-lists, synonym, etc. This processing is scanning a document for searching meaningful terms \( t_i \). And examine the term’s location of document, where location can be defined as several types like document line or sentence.

2. When extract meaningful term, compute terms frequency \( f_i \), location of document \( l_{ij} \) respectively. Those are used for defining characteristics of the document.

3. Create table about each terms and frequency. And compute summation of term frequency in each location of document.

After extract meaningful terms, some terms can be eliminated by criterion of frequency \( D \). For example, when a term is appear less than three times, the term is treated as worthless term. When a term \( t_i \) is defined worth term or not, we use denotation \( d_i \in \{0,1\} \), meaningful 1, worthless 0. When we need to extract more keyword, we can change criterion of frequency \( D \). As shown in table 1, there are extracted terms and location, summation of frequency. In this table, we also use denotation \( l_{ij} \in \{0,1\} \), appears 1, appears 0, when a term \( t_i \) appears in the location j of document.

4. The region where summation of frequency is greater than a criterion is extracted key paragraph and terms in the key paragraph can be defined as keywords.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Extracted keywords</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Relative location in document ( l_{ij} )</th>
<th>Applying ( f_i &gt; D )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( t_1 )</td>
<td>( f_1 )</td>
<td>( l_1 ) ( l_4 ) ( l_5 ) ( l_6 ) ( l_9 )</td>
<td>( d_1 = 1 ) or 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t_2 )</td>
<td>( f_2 )</td>
<td>( l_2 ) ( l_3 ) ( l_7 ) ( l_8 )</td>
<td>( d_2 = 1 ) or 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t_3 )</td>
<td>( f_3 )</td>
<td>( l_3 )</td>
<td>( d_3 = 1 ) or 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t_4 )</td>
<td>( f_4 )</td>
<td>( l_3 )</td>
<td>( d_4 = 1 ) or 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t_5 )</td>
<td>( f_5 )</td>
<td>( l_3 ) ( l_7 ) ( l_8 )</td>
<td>( d_5 = 1 ) or 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \ldots )</td>
<td>( \ldots )</td>
<td>( \ldots ) ( \ldots ) ( \ldots )</td>
<td>( \ldots )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t_i )</td>
<td>( f_i )</td>
<td>( l_{ij} ) ( \ldots )</td>
<td>( d_i = 1 ) or 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \ldots )</td>
<td>( \ldots )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t_n )</td>
<td>( f_n )</td>
<td>( l_m )</td>
<td>( d_n = 1 ) or 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \sum )</td>
<td>( s_1 ) ( s_2 ) ( s_3 ) ( \ldots ) ( s_j ) ( s_m )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Summation of frequency \( s_j \) is computed as

\[
S_j = \sum_i (d_i \times l_{ij})
\]

where \( d_i = 0 \) or \( 1 \) and \( l_{ij} = 0 \) or \( 1 \).

We can select region as key paragraph where summation of frequency is greater than a criterion on paragraph. And terms in the selected paragraph are defined keywords.

3.2. Agent-2: Document profiles for summary of the document and browsing

In section 3.1, we extract key paragraph and keywords, index. A document can be represented by key paragraph and keywords in briefly. And if we make profile by using the keyword and paragraph, we always can get information about the document easily. Especially we can define location address \( a_j \) in a document with keyword position for document browsing.

Using the extracted paragraph with frequency and distribution, we construct profile with the index, key paragraph of the document. And then we can search many documents or knowledge easily using the profile for information retrieval and browsing document.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Extracted keywords</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Relative location in document ( l_j )</th>
<th>Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( t_1 )</td>
<td>( f_1 )</td>
<td>( l_1 ) ( l_4 ) ( l_5 ) ( l_6 )</td>
<td>( a_1 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t_5 )</td>
<td>( f_5 )</td>
<td>( l_5 ) ( l_7 ) ( l_8 )</td>
<td>( a_5 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \ldots )</td>
<td>( \ldots )</td>
<td>( \ldots ) ( l_{ij} ) ( \ldots )</td>
<td>( \ldots )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t_i )</td>
<td>( f_i )</td>
<td>( \ldots ) ( a_i )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t_n )</td>
<td>( f_n )</td>
<td>( \ldots ) ( l_m ) ( a_m )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>selected paragraph</td>
<td>( s_1 ) ( s_2 \ldots s_j \ldots s_m )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in table 2, the terms in selected paragraph is linked at address of documents. Using this table we can search many information or knowledge easily for information retrieval and browsing document. Using the document profile table we can construct the structure of the document as shown in figure 2.

4. An application and document browsing

4.1. Processing of extracting keyword and key paragraph

We explain example of a document for extracting keywords and paragraphs. We show a brief document about “information retrieval” as shown in table 3. We assume a location of terms as 1 sentence.
1. Extract worth terms in documents using stemming, filtering stop-lists, synonym, etc. This processing is scanning a document for searching meaningful terms(t_i), ‘text’, ‘knowledge’, ‘information’, etc. And examine the term’s location of document, where location can be defined line or sentence.

2. When extract meaningful term, compute terms frequency(f_i), location of document(l_i) respectively, term ‘text’ is 7 and term ‘information’ is 3, etc.

3. Create table about each terms and frequency. And compute summation of term frequency in each location of document as shown in table 4.

   After extract meaningful terms, some terms can be eliminated by criterion of frequency(D) where we assume D=2.

4. The region where summation of frequency is most is extracted key paragraph, sentence 7, 12 and terms in the key paragraph are defined keyword, worth terms ‘text’, ‘information’, and ‘document’.

4.2. Document browsing

   After extract keyword and key paragraph we constructed the profile of the document using created table as shown in table 4. In table 4 the term ‘text’, ‘language’ and ‘inference’ is located in sentence 1,7,12, so we can browse the document using profile like table 4. The sentence 1, 7, 12 include many keywords than any other sentence, so those sentences are very
important to browsing the document.

For more refined browsing the document, we can construct systems with feedback. The systems can provide user interfaces that criterion of extracting keywords is modified or some keywords are omitted adding stop list by users, and so on.

As shown in figure 3 we can represent the logical structure of the document, so we can browse the document in briefly. For document browsing we can include sentence 1 even though the sentence 1 is not key paragraph because sentence 1 is top of the document. And if we need to get more information in detail, we use address on keyword or layout of the document, content of document in figure 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Title of Document : Information Retrieval</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Written as well as spoken text is a very important means of communicating human thoughts and knowledge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>In our current information society, we are overwhelmed with electronic textual documents.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Document collections are constantly growing and their content is constantly evolving.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Information retrieval and selection systems are becoming of increasing importance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>They must help us to find documents or information relevant to our needs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Written text is considered as an intricate cognitive phenomenon.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>The cognitive process of creating and understanding natural language text is complex and not yet completely understood.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>However, it is clear that besides coding and decoding linguistic signs, it involves additional cognitive processes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Communication through natural language text is basically ostensive and inferential.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>The creator ostensively signals his or her communicative goals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>The inferential character of understanding natural language is one of the factors that makes an automated understanding of text a difficult operation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>The inferences refer to knowledge that is shared by the text’s creator and user and that is not made explicit in the text.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>The inferences also refer to the individual cognitive state of the user and allow determining the meaning of a text to the individual user.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title of document : Information Retrieval

Key Paragraph : sentence 7, 12
The cognitive process of creating and understanding natural language text is complex and not yet completely understood.
The inferences refer to knowledge that is shared by the text’s creator and user and that is not made explicit in the text.

Keyword : Text, Information, Document, Language

Content of Document : Address
Written as well as spoken text is …
The cognitive process of creating …
The inferences refer to knowledge …

Figure 3. The Structure of document for profile
5. Conclusion

Information retrieval is one of the most important technologies at present. In the Internet or distributed computing systems, it is necessary to construct efficient information retrieval agent systems helping many web clients’ requests for searching proper information that we need. In this paper, we propose a simple new model for information retrieval agents based on many terms or keywords distribution in a document or distributed database. For the key paragraph extraction we use meaningful term’s frequency and the key word distribution characteristics in a document, and those terms are selected by using stemming, filtering stop-lists, synonym for search meaningful terms in a document. The agent receives a web client’s information retrieval request and extracts key paragraph with frequency and distribution using the keywords of the client, and then the agent constructs profile of the documents with the keywords, key paragraph, address of the document browsing. And then we can search many documents or knowledge easily using the profile for information retrieval and browse the document.

In the future, we will further research to represent various documents and classify various types of documents for agent systems. It will be very important that we define structure of document in detail and indexing algorithm for information retrieval systems.
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